Social Studies

Varsity Girls Tennis

Our girls tennis team qualified for team state competition for the 13th
time in Class 1A regionals.

“We enjoyed a wonderful season and
all the girls improved. Minna was an
excellent leader as our number one
player, making it to state competition
all four years, twice in doubles, twice in
singles. The team’s season record was
12-1, our one loss being to the eventual
team state champions. Like my husband, I am retiring and I will miss the
fun we had together and the fulfillment
I felt from coaching the girls over 20
Girls moved to the Elite Eight for the 13th time in our 22- years. I hope they continue to enjoy
year girls tennis history.
tennis for the rest of their lives.”
– Mrs. Eyre
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Social Studies

Varsity Boys Tennis

In tennis doubles, Thomas Weiss and
Sam Stickels finished fourth at State Class
1A doubles. Thomas has qualified for
state four times, medaling three of those
times. In singles, Sam Arsanjani finished
with a fifth place medal.

“I'm proud of our guys’ energy, skills and sustained commitment to improvement,” said Coach Eyre when our team
won the sub-state competition. The team qualified for the
Class 1A final four for the 8th consecutive season, tying a
state record. The team also set an all-time state record by
reaching the final four for the fifteenth time overall.

“It has been a privilege to work with Maharishi
School tennis players since 1988. I am retiring with
a deep sense of fulfillment and with gratitude for the
growth that 25 years of coaching high school tennis
has brought me.” – Mr. Eyre

Our tennis team tied a state record in placing
in the final four for the 8th consecutive year.
They ended up with fourth in State.
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Eyre Tennis Center Dedication

“Lawrence and Laurie Eyre established a lasting tennis legacy, not only with their many
wins and championships but also with the integrity and sportsmanship they promoted for
their players. We are indebted to them and delighted to offer this lasting tribute to their
contributions to our school, community, and state.” – Dr. Richard Beall
Maharishi School and Maharishi University of Management together recognized 25
years of coaching excellence by naming the Rec Center tennis area the Laurie and
Lawrence Eyre Tennis Center. This is to recognize the Eyres’ tennis accomplishments:
•Girls team: 2 final Fours, 1 State Championship in singles
•Boys team: 15 final Fours, 16 State Championships (7 singles, 5 doubles, 4 team)
•2009 USPTA National High School Coach of the Year for Mr. Eyre
Former students showed up in force to give tribute to their mentors. These included the
Marlin family, who remember the “amazing respect” taught for others and for their tennis
opponents. They said about Mr. Eyre that “Respect defines who he is.” Avery Gibson wrote
that the Eyres were “two of the school’s most remarkable teachers.” She described Mrs.
Eyre, saying, she “not once wavered in her support and encouragement.”
Maharishi School has the task of replacing the technology and mentorship of the tennis
Eyres, but is lucky to have Mrs. Eyre staying on board for our math classes. Mr. Eyre will
work for the International Association of Consciousness-Based education, traveling the
world to lecture and expand the number of schools utilizing Consciousness-Based education, where students and faculty practice the Transcendental Meditation program. Dr.
Richard Beall commiserated about the loss of Mr. Eyre by saying, “The idea of giving you
to the world is wonderful news.”
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Social Studies

Golf

The highlight of the 2012 Pioneer Golf season was Paul DeAngelis’ stellar senior
season. Paul capped yet another fine DeAngelis golf career (following siblings Laura,
Monica, and John) with two distinctions. He earned All Conference - Second Team
honors. And he qualified for the second round of the Class 1A post season tournament with an excellent Fourth Place finish at Sectionals. It was gratifying in the end
to see Paul’s leadership on the level of consciousness and character be reflected on
the scoreboard as well.

Other Sports
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Social Studies

Track and Field

The girls picked up a number of medals at several
meets:
Jackie Goodale had a 3rd in
the 800. Chosie Titus had a
3rd in the 400 at Waco.
Jackie also had a 3rd in the
400 at Mt. Pleasant.
Essa Johnson had a 1st
place in the long jump and a
3rd in the 200 at Waco, and a
3rd in the long jump and a
2nd in the 200 at Mt. Pleasant. This jump made her 9th
in State.
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Social Studies

The boys had a strong season with kudos all around.
Dillon Evertsen received the
Coach’s Award; Avi Marks
was Most Improved; Luis
Giron was Most Valuable
Player.
On the girls’ team, Chosie
Titus received the Coach’s
Award; Jackie Goodale was
Most Improved; Essa
Johnson was Most Valuable
Player. Go Pioneers!
A best moment from
Bryan was, “. . . the last leg
of a 4 x 400m race and
beating the two guys in the
lanes on either side me by a
few feet in the last 100m,
getting first at Regionals.”

Track and Field
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Senior Awards
Minna Mohammadi
Kennidy Stood

Essa Johnson, Jonina
Thorsteinsdottir
Minna Mohammadi
Minna Mohammadi
Pearl Sawhney

Caroline Fulcher

Jonina Thorsteinsdottir
Kennidy Stood

Minna Mohammadi
Jonina Thorsteinsdottir
Essa Johnson

Minna Mohammadi
Pearl Sawhney

Visual Arts

Performing Arts
English

Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

Foreign Language

Science of Creative
Intelligence

Citizenship Award (IA
State Bar Association)
Physical Education

Athletic Hall of Fame

Paul Eskenazi

Consciousness

Pearl Sawhney

Happiness Award

Minna Mohammadi

Leadership Award

Kennidy Stood

Caroline Fulcher

Pearl Sawhney, Kennidy
Stood, Deborah Stuken,
Nusha Swan
John Dey and Paul
Prather of Everybody’s
Whole Foods
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Governor’s Scholar

Creativity Award
Service

World Peace
Distinguished Service

CO-VALEDICTORIANS: PEARL SAWHENY
AND MINNA MOHAMMADI

Thank you Dr. Beall, Dr.
Morris, Dr. Deans, Principals,
Parents, Faculty, Students, and
Honored Guests:
I remember staring at a blank
piece of paper at the beginning
of this year, pondering what to
write my college essay about.
What would define me to someone who had only known me on
paper? In 500 words or less,
which aspects of myself do I
Minna Mohammadi
value and demonstrate who I
really am? Was it my awards, my grades, or my test
scores? No. I realized that what was most important to me
about myself is the knowledge that I have gained from
Maharishi School, and how that has shaped my character
as a person. I am confident that many of us can attest to
the life-changing influence that our years at this school
have had.
Graduates of the Class of 2012, as we stand here
today, ready to face our futures, it is only natural that we
begin to peruse through our pasts with a renewed sense of
purpose and gratitude. Our time at Maharishi School has
been invaluable and precious and will forever have an impact on our lives. In the coming years, I know that my
classmates and I will remember Maharishi School as a
place where the classrooms were always filled with the
laughter and curiosity of motivated students, where kind
and dedicated teachers and coaches were offering support
and encouragement to all who passed by, and of course, a
place where community meant nothing less than family.
Over the years, we have built timeless friendships that
will transcend any number of miles our future paths may
put between us, and we have been so fortunate to have
had the opportunity to learn with knowledge that offers us
a broader understanding of life, and grow with wisdom
that has allowed us to focus as much on our inner selves
and personal characters, as on our outer achievements and
accomplishments.
I am sure that there have been times when we have all
looked at our aspirations and deemed them impossible for
ourselves, but through Maharishi’s knowledge, the support of our school, and the encouragement of our friends,
families, and community, we have learned that we are the
only ones who are capable of deciding what we can and
cannot accomplish. Being unsuccessful a few times, is
nothing but a another step on the path to success, but not
trying because of a fear of failure, that is true defeat. So,
let’s learn from every past experience, welcome each new
opportunity, have the tenacity to reach for our goals, and
know that we will always possess the aptitude and ability
necessary to achieve them.
In the words of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, “It is our joy
to consider the impossible–and it is our greater joy to
make the impossible a living reality.”
Thank You!

Senior Awards
Thank You Dr. Beall.
Honored guests:
I was sitting on the side of
one of our tennis courts a week
ago, having just finished playing when a man who I recognized from the Fairfield dome,
but who otherwise was a complete stranger, walked up to me
and asked to borrow a hat because he had forgotten his. I
dug around in my bag for an
Thomas Weiss
old hat, but when I realized that
I didn’t have an extra one, I gave him the hat off my head.
I walked back to my car and began thinking “Why did I
just lend my hat to an absolute stranger?”
I’ve since realized that this episode is a testament to
the common bond that we meditators share; to the community that we’ve been so lucky to grow up in. We all
share a universal goal and spend time together at such a
deep level that a connection is created so profound that
we live Maharishi’s principle “Vasu Deva Katumba Kam:
the world is my family.”
They say it takes a village to raise a child; well, we
grew up in the best village in the world, so let’s take advantage of what we’ve been given. With the help of our
families, Maharishi School, and our community, we have
developed into a class full of amazing people, poised to
be future leaders of the world. Most of us will go to college next year to learn the skills that will help us revolutionize the fields of business, theatre, and the sciences.
Maharishi once said: “If we think of defeat, that’s what
we’ll get. If we are undecided, then nothing will happen
for us. We must just pick something GREAT to do, and
then DO it. Never think of failure at all, for as we think
now, that’s what we’ll get.” Class of 2012, go be great.
Thank You.

Virginia Buckley

Nicolas Martina

English

Thomas Weiss

Performing Arts
Mathematics
Science

Social Studies

Foreign Language

Science of Creative Intelligence

Paul DeAngelis
Runzhao Xie

Thomas Weiss
Toby James

Runzhao Xie

Thomas Weiss

Physical Education

Runzhao Xie

Paul Eskenazi

Paul DeAngelis

Athletic Hall of Fame
Consciousness
Happiness Award
Creativity Award

Leadership Award
Service

World Peace
Paul Eskenazi Coach of
the Year

Thomas Weiss

Runzhao Xie, Thomas
Weiss
Paul DeAngelis

Dillon Evertsen
Thomas Weiss
Thomas Weiss

Paul DeAngelis, Thomas
Weiss
Lawrence Eyre and Laurie Eyre

VALEDICTORIAN: THOMAS WEISS
SALUTATORIAN: PAUL DEANGELIS
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Graduation
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Graduation
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Poem Selected for Publication
A poem by Leanna Miller, Maharishi School sophomore, was selected for publication in
the annual Iowa Poetry Association contest, high school division.

Leanna’s submission, “Faded Memory,” will be published in Lyrical Iowa 2012, the 67th
annual anthology of the Iowa Poetry Association. The poem was one of 19 poems chosen
out of 212 high school entries to be included in this
year’s anthology. Lyrical Iowa is an annual publication compiled of Iowa’s best poetry submitted by
poets of all ages.
The Iowa Poetry Association is a non-profit organization with the objective of promoting interest in,
and appreciation for, better poetry by Iowans. IPA is
an affiliate of the Academy of American Poets and
the National Federation of State Poetry Societies,
Inc.
Faded Memory

Flicking violet skies over blue-aways
An old film of people watching people
Fuzzy
Wavering in and out of a black and white screen
It's funny
But I thought I saw you there
Staring out of a stranger’s eyes
At the pretty girls
And I wanted you to recognize me
To smile and say hello
But you would not
Refused to
For your face is merely pasted on a moving canvas
Doing the same thing over and over again
Unable to step outside the walls
Built around you
And I watch this old picture
I watch you from afar
Drifting in thoughts
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非常感谢

बहुत बहुत धन्यवाद

Our Donors

We deeply appreciate all supporters, large and small, who make
Consciousness-Based education possible for our students.

Donors $50,000+
Anonymous
David Lynch Foundation
Dharma Foundation

Donors $10,000 - $50,000
Abramson Family
Foundation, Inc.
Robert and Susan Daniels
John and Lynn Lass
Arjuna and Lucie Martlin
Mac and Ellen Muehlman
The David L. Lieb
Foundation, Inc.
Donors $5,000-$10,000
Jim and Diane Davis
Everybody's, Inc.
Edward and Mary Gomes
Hawthorne Direct, Inc.
MVED Corporation

Donors $1,000-$5,000
Jeffrey and Raj Rajeshwari
Rona Abramson
Nayaraj Baral
David Lucas Burge
Fran Clark
Danaher Oil Company, Inc.
Graham and Leanne
de Freitas
William Eccles
Tom and Roxanne Factor
Fairshare Gold Service
Charles L. Geer
Marc Halberstadt
Hugh and Laurie Harvey
Heather Hazen
Tim and Kelly Hildebrandt
Joseph Janlois
Tom and Sandy Kelly
Douglas Klauber

Merci Beaucoup!
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Jane Lane
Devi Mays
Dr. Bevan Morris
Bernard Nevas
Randy and Noel Nite
Steve and Karen Rubin
Laurie and Renee Sluser
Target, Inc.
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.
The Greater Cedar Rapids
Community Foundation
Carol Chesnutt and
Paul Winer

Donors $500-$1000
Berman Family Foundation
Center for Indian Cultural
Education of St. Louis
Pradheep and Priya
Chhalliyil
Tyler Cleveland
Cynthia Cornell
Diana Davidson
DeCicco Associates, Inc.
Darlyne Engelman
Fairfield Accounting
Services, Inc.
Doug Greenfield
Douglas Gregg
David Hanson
Dennis and Kiki Kossow
Nancy Page Latham
Joseph Mandarino
Bob and Carol Markowitz
Hal and Joan Masover
David McLaren
John Muehlman
John and Brenda Narducci
Sue Parlin
James Pearson
Raccoon Valley Bank
Charitable Foundation

Grazie Mille!

Sandy Rando
Barbara Ringwalt
Lenny Roberts
Ken and Sheila Ross
Thomas and Dorothy Rowe
Seminar Crowds, Inc.
John and Ann Skopin
Janet and Dale Steinback
Chet and Catherine
Swanson
Frederick and Nita Travis
Alan and Katrin Unger
Rick and Sue Weller

Thank you to all our
supporters, helpers,
advertisers, and volunteers.

Muchas Gracias!

Vielen Dank95
!

Maharishi School Affiliates

Accounting

Advertising & Marketing

Automotive

Banking and Investment

Banking and Investment

Building and Construction
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Building and Construction

Cleaning

Energy

Equipment
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Food & Restaurants
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Food & Restaurants

Health

Home

Insurance
Congratulations Graduates, from Sidha National Insurance,
specialists in Health and Life Insurance, and Medicare Services
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Printing

Retail

PDF Snake : The Complete Imposing Solution

Publications

PDF Snake is an Adobe Acrobat Plug-in,
which performs imposition.

..
.
..
..

Make booklets,
Impose pages in a variety of configurations,
Stamp documents with semi transparent
or opaque stamps,
Resize pages,
Add Bates Numbers,
Fix your printer's registration shift,
Process thousands of documents at a time,
and much more!

www.pdfsnake.com
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Real Estate
Wishing enlightenment to all
Maharishi School students,
faculty, and administrators.
Victor and Judy Raymond
Jackson Hole
Sotheby’s International Realty
Serving the Rocky Mountain Region
jraymond@wyom.net
307.413.3108

Travel

Water
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Well Wishers
Congratulations and all Best
Wishes to the Faculty and
Students at Maharishi School!
Jim, Diane, and Eugenia Davis
The staff and consultants
of Donatech
proudly congratulate
the students, faculty,
administrators and staff
of Maharishi School
of the
Age of Enlightenment
on another brilliant year
of achievement.
The Hall Family wishes you the bliss
of enlightened life . . .
and all the fun and
success that
goes with it.
—Richard, Lucinda,
Robert, Ella

Wishing fulfillment, great happiness
and success to our dear Maharishi
School students, faculty, and
administration.
Jai Guru Dev
The Markowitz Family

The Malloy family
honors the students and
faculty of Maharishi School
for their outstanding
accomplishments.

Well Wishers
May the love of the teachers, students,
and parents of Maharishi School
follow you wherever you go in life.
Bring peace to the world and joy to
yourself.
—Ken, Sheila, Taylor, and Julia Ross
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The Stowe Family would like to honor
our dear Pioneers of the
Age of Enlightenment—the students
of Maharishi School.
Congratulations and best wishes
for the Class of 2012.

